1989 Topps baseball cards are some of the most beloved of the "junk era." And many still have value today. Learn more in this look at the 25 most valuable! After all, there were 792 cards in total to collect and as a kid I just didn’t have the resources to fund a quest like that. But, I did what I could to at least keep or trade for as many of the star players of the day. Even today, the design that Topps used for this set is easily one of my favorites of the modern era. And in this guide, I will cover the 25 most valuable 1989 Topps baseball cards that are still worth a decent amount. Let’s jump right in! More Baseball Talk was a set of 164 "talking" baseball cards that were released by Topps and the LJN Corporation during the spring of 1989. Each card featured a plastic disk affixed to the back of an oversized baseball card. When placed in the SportsTalk player the cards would play two to three minutes of recorded audio. The player retailed for $24.99 and was labeled for ages six and up. It required four AA alkaline batteries to operate. 1989 Score Baseball Cards & Checklist. PRICE GUIDE, COMPLETE SET - 660 Cards. Near Mint-Mint - $10.00. Sealed Factory Set - $12.00. This Page is Sponsored by: Key Cards: 127 - Barry Bonds. 237 - Craig Biggio RC. The 1989 Score baseball card set produced by Major League Marketing consisted of 660 baseball cards that measure 2-1/2" by 3-1/2" Highlights (652-660) and Rookie Prospects (621-651). For the FREE complete Printer friendly (5 pages) 1989 Score Baseball Card Checklist CLICK HERE. Variations: 75B George Brett (at age 35 on back). Baseball Trading Cards â"” Sports Trading Cards â"” Sports Memorabilia All Categories Antiques Art Baby Books, Comics & Magazines Business, Office & Industrial Cameras & Photography Cars, Motorcycles & Vehicles Clothes, Shoes & Accessories Coins Collectables Computers/Tablets & Networking Crafts Dolls & Bears DVDs, Films & TV Events Tickets Garden & Patio Health & Beauty Holidays & Travel Home, Furniture & DIY Jewellery & Watches Mobile Phones & Communication Music Musical Instruments Pet Supplies Pottery, Porcelain &. Book Shelf. Cups of Coffee. Fun & Games. The Topps baseball card set was released in 1989. The set consisted of 792 baseball cards and each card from the 1989 Topps baseball card set is listed below. Note: Baseball cards which featured a player who did not appear in a regular season game during the most recently completed season, do not link to their major league statistics. *Collectors often decried how money had ruined their hobby, making it hard for them to form meaningful friendships through their cards. Money, however, made the hobby not only profitable but also more serious, more instrumental, and therefore more manly. The